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Resolve. Retrieve. Reveal Association. Facets. Indirection. Association data. Retrieval Key.

ResolutionDefinitionBackground

1. Other definitions
XRI definition:

Resolution is the function of dereferencing an identifier to a set of metadata describing the identified
resource.

W3C definition, RFC3986.

URI "resolution" is the process of determining an access mechanism and the appropriate parameters
necessary to dereference a URI; this resolution may require several iterations. To use that access
mechanism to perform an action on the URI's resource is to "dereference" the URI. When URIs are
used within information retrieval systems to identify sources of information, the most common form of
URI dereference is "retrieval": making use of a URI in order to retrieve a representation of its
associated resource.

Handle System definition (from http://handle.net/overviews/overview.html).

Each identifier can be associated with one or more pieces of typed data ... The client can request that
the handle server return to the client all of the data associated with that identifier, or all of the data of
a specific type or with a specific index value. The Handle System is a pure resolution system and
carries no assumptions on what the client will or will not do with the resolution information, thus
maximizing the flexibility of applications which use the Handle System as an infrastructure for naming.

2. Resolve
Many overlapping behaviours have been associated with retrieval and resolution in identifier practice, leading to
confusion. PILIN proposes definitions to narrow down those concepts so they can be used with greater precision; we
also propose language to describe other behaviours commonly conflated with retrieval and resolution.

PILIN uses the following definitions:

2.1. Basic actions

Identifiers distinguish things from other things.
Resolve given an identifier returns a set of metadata about the thing identified, that distinguishes this thing
from all other things. Other informative metadata can also be included in the metadata returned.

Note: distinguishing things depends on an information model, which captures what things are
considered the same and what things are considered distinct. Therefore resolution always depends on
an information model.

Obtain is the action of accessing a digital object from a data source, given a locator. A locator is the
combination of an identifier for the data source, and a retrieval key identifying the digital object in the
context of the data source.
Locate is the action of working out how to access a digital object. It maps from an identifier or the resolution
of an identifier to a locator.
Retrieve given an identifier accesses a representation of the thing identified. The thing itself can count as
a representation of itself.

Therefore, Obtain is a narrower case of Retrieve (restricted to accessing the thing itself, rather than a representation
of a thing). Likewise Locate is a narrower case of Resolve (restricted to accessing the locator of a thing, as opposed
to other distinguishing metadata). (And as we will see below, Resolve is a type of Retrieve, since metadata is a type
of representation of data.)

Other documentation (FRED) uses "accessioning" in this sense, but accessioning is properly the act of
registering content and provenance in a repository (or library).

Under the W3C definition used in the RFC for HTTP URI, Resolve corresponds to our Locate.

2.2. Metadata

There is a hierarchy of metadata, according to whether it can be used for resolution or retrieval:
Arbitrary metadata about a thing
Resolution data is the metadata returned by a resolution service
Association metadata is the metadata that can be used to distinguish a thing from all other things
(it is discriminant metadata). It represents the association of the identifier name with the thing
identified. Resolution must return association metadata, by definition. [e.g. prose description,
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abstract]
Association metadata corresponds to the XRI Descriptor.

Arbitrary metadata also includes incidental metadata, which is not used to distinguish the thing.
Incidental metadata may not be unique to the object [e.g. file type]
Incidental metadata may be unique to the object [e.g. checksum]; that means it could be used
as discriminant metadata, but no workflows for distinguish things through identifiers actually do
so.

Access metadata is information on how to access the thing identified. Access metadata can be used
as association metadata (but it is not persistent). Locate must include access metadata in what it
returns.
A locator is a type of access metadata. Locators include an identifier for a data source, and a
retrieval key [e.g. record number, URL]

Locators are not limited to the digital world [e.g. library call number]
Access metadata may not be single well-ordered retrieval key [e.g. "the first green book on the
shelf"]

Multiple resolution typically returns a selection of locators.

2.3. Relations between actions

An agent distinguishes between things, to test whether a candidate thing is the thing identified by an
identifier. To distinguish things, the agent uses association metadata.
Users "discriminate" as part of discovery --- determining whether they have discovered the right thing. This
corresponds to the Select operation under FRBR.
Users often Retrieve as a surrogate for Distinguish: they access a thing to work out if they've identified the
right thing.

Access metadata are a subclass of discriminant metadata: a locator only gives access to one digital object at
any time, so it can be used to distinguish that object from all other digital objects.
So Locate is a subclass of Resolve.
Locate combines with Retrieve: id > Locate > retrieval key > Retrieve > object. Since Locate is a subclass of
Resolve, we can still say that Retrieve combines with Resolve.
Resolve itself combines with Distinguish: id > Resolve > association data > Distinguish > identification.
Retrieve can be viewed as a subclass of Distinguish, as argued above.

2.3.1 Conflation of Resolve and Locate

Any association data can become a retrieval key, if the corresponding retrieve action is defined on that
retrieval key.

e.g. If a well-defined process exists for retrieving PDFs from a data source given author + date, then
author + date is a retrieval key for that Retrieve service instance. If no such service is defined, author
+ date is association data, or even incidental metadata (depending on uniqueness in the world)

So the difference between association data and retrieval keys is contingent. The distinction between Locate
and Resolve is therefore also contingent, and depends on what Retrieval services have been operationalised
for a user.

This is why Resolution and Locate are often conflated: if the association data is a retrieval key, then
resolution is being used to locate the object identified, not just to distinguish it.
For URLs historically, the identifier name is identical to the association data, which is in turn a locator
for the digital object.

2.4. Composition of Resolve and Locate

2.4.1. Composition of Resolve

To prevent circularity, an identifier cannot itself be used as association metadata for another identifier. This
would lead to the situation:

The association data for identifier n1(T)->T is the identifier name n2(T)
The association data for identifier n2(T)->T is the identifier name n1(T); e.g.

Mark Twain is the guy whose real name is Samuel Clemens
Samuel Clemens is the guy whose pen name is Mark Twain

Instead, we expect association data to distinguish between things without reference to an identifier system.
For instance, "is the author of Tom Sawyer" can be used without reference to an identifier system; "is a
synonym of Samuel Clemens" cannot.

The process of resolution can be iterative, broken up into a sequence of steps, which produce the required
association data as its end result.
For example, a service that returns an identifier given an identifier is not Directly Resolving that identifier. But
it does Indirectly Resolve that identifier, because the target identifier can itself be resolved eventually
association metadata outside an identifier system.

"Mark Twain" is the pen name of "Samuel Clemens" is not Direct resolution: they are both just names.
"Samuel Clemens was born in 1836, died in 1910, and was the author of Tom Sawyer" is a Direct
Resolution: it gives us association data which we can use to test whether a candidate meets our
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description, and is therefore the person identified, without circularity.
So "Mark Twain" indirectly resolves to "born in 1836, died in 1910, author of Tom Sawyer", through
two steps of iteration: Mark Twain > Samuel Clemens ("aliasing") and Samuel Clemens > "born in
1836, died in 1910, author of Tom Sawyer" (direct resolution)

2.4.2. Composition of Locate

Locate is a subcase of Resolve. It follows that the process of locating can also be iterative, broken up into a
sequence of steps, which produce the required retrieval key as its end result.
Because the constraints on resolution are looser than for Locate, a service may return information adequate
to satisfy Resolve (distinctive metadata), but needs further iterations to satisfy Locate (unique retrieval key).

Direct Locate returns a single piece of usable access data (such as a retrieval key).
Indirect Locate returns information, on the basis of which a single piece of usable access data (such as a
retrieval key) can be formulated.

Indirect Locate can include a range of retrieval keys, out of which a single retrieval key is selected.
This is multiple resolution: picking a single retrieval key as the most appropriate (formulating a
single access datum) leads to Direct Locate.
Indirect Locate can include resolution to another identifier, which itself must be resolved to a retrieval
key. For instance, Handle alias; or Handles and PURLs resolving to HTTP URIs. (These are also
Indirect Resolution)

Multiple Resolve is a subclass of Resolve: the bag of URLs retrieved is specific to the referent, and can be use
to discriminate the referent from all others. But a further step is required to derive a single URL, so Multiple
Resolve is not yet Locate.
Redirection to another identifier (e.g. a Handle as an alias for a Handle) is not Direct Locate: the target
identifier has to be located itself.
However, redirection to a URL (e.g. a Handle resolving to a URL) is Direct Resolve and Direct Locate: the URL
when used as an access key is not only an identifier, but also a locator, which can be made sense of without
reference to an identifier management system.

The distinction between direct and indirect locating depends on modelling --- where the boundary between
resolution and the retrieval system is drawn. HTTP URIs can be viewed as either resolvable identifiers, with
DNS HTTP requests as the retrieval key and the individual HTTP server as the data source. They can also be
viewed as retrieval keys themselves, with the Internet as the data source. Depending on that choice,
returning a URL given a Handle may be considered directly locating the resource (URL is retrieval key), or
indirectly locating the resource (URL still needs to be mapped to DNS on server).

Indirect Locate must be distinguished from retrieval of indirection (defined below), though they often
overlap. Consider the common case in repositories of an identifier for a document resolving to a splash page
with metadata about the object, including the URL of the document itself. An agent can access the document
in two steps, so this could be considered indirect locating: an iteration of steps whereby a retrieval key is
formulated. But properly. the resolution is to a related entity (the metadata), which is distinctive to the
document. This already satisfies resolution, even though it does not direct satisfy location and retrieval.

2.5. Previous definitions

Previous definitions of Resolve range over several of the metadata types listed above.

DOI claims they return arbitrary metadata --- although given their data model, they may in fact be returning
association metadata
XRI return arbitrary metadata --- although again, this could be construed as association metadata
W3C has a circular definition (resolution determines an access mechanism to dereference; using the access
mechanism determined by resolution is dereferencing). Their definition appears to privilege access metadata.
The commonplace use of "resolve" under HTTP, and "resolvable identifiers", focuses on obtaining access
metadata.

However, concentrating on access metadata is restrictive, and privileges only one use of identifiers, and only the
digitally retrievable class of identifier referents. Identifier systems support services which do not involve access to
the object itself. (Notably, they do things based on metadata about the referent, accessible externally to the digital
object.)

On the other hand, if we allow resolution to retrieve any metadata about a referent, this contradicts the intuitive
sense that resolution gives information about what the referent is. Resolving an identifier to a URL or an abstract are
quite different to extracting incidental information such as creation date or first letter: the latter are not informative
about what the referent is.

With the language defined so far, we can distinguish between:

Retrieve abstract: Resolve
Retrieve prose description: Resolve
Retrieve identifier alias: Indirect Resolve
Retrieve URL: Resolve and Locate
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Multiple Resolution: Resolve and Indirect Locate.

We are still lacking language to describe getting incidental metadata about an object given an identifier; we address
this immediately below.

Resolution now can deal with non-digital referents smoothly. For example: an identifier for a human being can
resolve to an email address. The email address does not enable retrieval of the human being as a digital object; and
it allows "access" to the human being in a very different sense from identifiers enabling access to a PDF. So the
email address does not count as a locator. However, the email address is unique to the person, and allows the
person to be distinguished from other people. (It is itself in fact used as an identifier for people often, for that
reason.) Therefore, mapping an identifier for a person to the person's email does count as resolving, even though it
cannot be locating.

3. Retrieval
Retrieve has already been defined as the action of accessing a representation of a thing given an identifier.
Obtain is defined more narrowly, as accessing a copy of the thing itself given a locator.
The retrieved object, which is considered the representation of the thing, can be:

0. The (concrete) thing itself
1. A copy of the (abstract) thing
2. A presentation of the thing
3. An abstract (summary, thumbnail) of the thing
4. Metadata about the thing (e.g. creation date)

Retrieving the Concrete thing itself is Obtain. The other actions are Retrieve, but not Obtain, because the
object retrieved does not coincide with the object identified.

Obtain is the prototypical instance of Retrieve. For example, it is the action associated with HTTP GET:
the URI is the identifier and locator of a digital, and HTTP GET downloads the digital object itself.
Things that are not digital objects cannot be Obtained. For example, it is impossible to obtain a FRBR
Work. Only copies in the FRBR model can be obtained; but because such copies are representations of
the Work, the Work can still be retrieved.

All the types of object enumerated above can be considered representations of a concrete object. However,
this loose usage leads to confusion, so we also introduce more constrained language.

A representation of an object is a thing that shares intellectual content with the object it represents.
The shared intellectual content can include identity (copy, manifestation); family resemblance
(version); excerpting (abstract); and description (metadata).

Representations of things can be used as indirections for the thing: if the thing itself cannot be accessed
(e.g. obtained), the indirection is accessed instead, as a replacement.

The representation of a thing is a sign for the thing. In the Pearcean classification of signs, an
identifier is a symbol for the thing, because the relation between identifier and identified is arbitrary.
A representation is an icon for the thing (a non-arbitrary sign), because they share intellectual
content (just as a picture of a tree is an icon for a tree).

We distinguish locators from representations here; under Pearce, a locator is an index for the
thing, because it contextually allows us to arrive at the thing.

A representation with the same content as the thing can be used as a surrogate instead of the
thing, in any processes which rely on content only. So a manifestation or copy of the Iliad can be
used instead of the Iliad, as a surrogate, for any processes which depend only on content.

The representation retrieved depends on the context of the retrieval, and an information model for it. (This is
in line with W3C definition of retrieval as determining the access mechanism and appropriate contextual
parameters.)

For instance, Appropriate Copy may be the retrieval used, rather than Obtain.
Context dictates what representations are appropriate for what purposes; an email address may be an
acceptable representation of a person, if the context of the resolution is to contact the person as
opposed to cloning them.

An identifier only identifies one thing: it does not identify the indirections of the thing. (An identifier cannot
identify both the Iliad and the abstract of the Iliad, or both the Iliad and the Library Call Number of the
Iliad.) So the identifier is not affected by this broader notion of Retrieval.
Indirection only occurs when we attempt to access the thing. In other words, the indirection involves locate
(enabling us to access the thing), rather than resolve (enabling us to distinguish the thing): a different
locator is used, to access an indirection as a surrogate of the thing. So:

given thing T, name of thing n(T), association metdata for thing d(T), identifier of thing n(T)->T,
locator of thing l(T), representation of thing R(T),
n(T) > Resolve > d(T) > Locate > l(T) > Retrieve = Obtain > T
n(T) > Resolve > d(T) > Locate Indirection > l(R(T)) > Retrieve = Obtain Indirection > R(T)

We have seen that locators can be treated as resolution. From the foregoing, this means that l(T) is
acceptable as a resolution of n(T), but l(R(T)) is not acceptable. If we want to distinguish T from other Ts,
the location of an indirection of T does not count as a resolution of T: we end up identifying the indirection,
and not the thing itself. This is a frequent problem in digital identification, as abstract things and concrete
things (indirections for the abstract things) are conflated.
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e.g. A bibliographical citation is an acceptable resolution of the identifier for the FRBR Work "Iliad".
A URL of a PDF is an acceptable resolution of the identifier for the FRBR Instance "the Monash online
copy of the Iliad".
A URL of a PDF is not an acceptable resolution of the identifier for the FRBR Work "Iliad": the URL for
the PDF does not uniquely distinguishi the Iliad from other works, but merely provides access to one
representation of the Iliad.
If a Handle for the Iliad contains just that URL, there is no explicit information in the Handle record to
tell us that the Work, rather than the instance, is being identified. That URL is enabling Retrieve for
the Work (because the PDF is a surrogate representation of the thing identified), which is necessary;
but it does not enable Resolve, and does not represent best practice for identification.

Retrieval through surrogates (concrete representations) happens all the time, and Is A Good Thing. But the
surrogate is not the thing itself, and identifiers must not conflate them: conflating them precludes other
representations from being retrieved as needed.

If representation R(T) is a surrogate for T, users often do not distinguish between retrieving T and retrieving
R(T), especially if R(T) and T have the same content. So users often do not distinguish between the Iliad in
the abstract and the PDF they have retrieved, or the Mona Lisa and the thumbnail they have retrieved.

Some retrieval actions obtain the thing itself and some obtain an indirection. So retrievals can use the same
label as a retrieval key, but target a different data source and use a different retrieval service, to obtain a
different representation. E.g.:

C::L is the identifier for T.
L is used as a retrieval key for T (for an Obtain as Retrieve service, from Data Source 1)
L is used as a retrieval key for a thumbnail of T (from an Obtain Thumbnail as Retrieve service, from
Data Source 2)
L is used as a retrieval key for the creation date of T (from an Obtain Creation Date as Retrieve
service, from Data Source 3)

The different representations may have different locators for the one retrieval service and data source: the
foregoing would each have their own URLs, if the data source is the Web and the retrieval service is HTTP
GET. But that does not prevent scenario where the identifier is reused, and retrieval treated more flexibly.
This already happens with URIs in URL queries.

Resolution is a type of Retrieval. The digital object accesed in Resolution is the Association metadata; the
access key is the identifier name; the data source is the identifier management system. The Association
metaata is an indirection for the thing identified.

Depending on the cardinality of the representation, indirection is interpreted differently by users, and has a
different relation to "Resolve".

1. The representation is many-to-many, e.g. Author Name. The indirection is informative, but does not
distinguish between objects or help locate object. Users are hard pressed to associate "resolve" with a many-
to-many indirection, because "resolve" is about distinguishing (as we have defined it).

With proper use of aggregation, many-to-many representation can be reduced to many-to-one, which
is more useful. For instance, a work may have multiple authors, as a many-to-many relation; but it
maps to a single set of The Authors.

2. The representation is is many-to-one, e.g. Creation Date. Since there is one representation of that type per
thing, the identifier of the thing also uniquely identifies the representation of the thing (through indirection).
Given a different context (i.e. interpretation), the same identifier can be used to identify the representation
instead of the thing itself. However, the representation matches many things (e.g. many documents have the
same creation date); so the representation cannot be used to distinguish or locate the thing.

3. The representation is one-to-many, e.g. Copy. There are many representations of that type for any thing,
so the identifier for the thing cannot be reinterpreted under a different context, as an identifier for the
representation. (The identifier for a FRBR Work does not identify any one copy of the Work.) However, the
representation is unique to the thing, and can be used to distinguish the thing from other candidates. (Once
you have a copy of the Iliad, you know you're reading the Iliad and not the Odyssey.) This means that the
representation can be used as discriminant metadata for the thing's identifier. So obtaining the
representation is a resolution of the thing's identifier. Recall from above that distinguishing is interchangable
in many contexts with retrieval; so obtaining the representation is consistent with resolution.

4. The representation is one-to-one, e.g. Thumbnail. The identifier for the thing is both an identifier for the
representation under a different context, and an acceptable surrogate for the thing itself.

So notwithstanding the generalisation made above, some indirections can be treated as resolutions of an identifier,
so long as they allow the user to distinguish the thing identified from other candidates.

We can thus distinguish actions as follows:

Resolve: identifier input, association metadata output.
Locate: identifier input, locator output.
Obtain: locator input, copy of thing output.
Retrieve: locator input, representation of thing output.

But association metadata and locators are both representations of a thing (albeit as Indexes rather than Icons). So
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Resolve is a type of Retrieve:

Resolve: identifier input (= locator on identifier registry data source); association metadata output (=
representation of thing identified)

And here again, association metadata, as an indirection of the thing, allows the user to distinguish the thing from
other candidates.


